THE GENETICS OF GREY – Kathleen Irwin
How a foal gets to be grey is a fascinating trick of genetics. First of all, when
discussing horses and genetics, you must realize that grey is not a color. It is a
color modifier -- a gradual loss of pigmentation in a coat of some other base color.
So-called grey-colored horses are actually born chestnut, bay, brown or even black,
but begin to “turn grey” starting almost immediately. This greying becomes more
evident with maturity and a foal that was somewhat grey at birth may be practically
white within a few years.

The series of photos above show the same grey horse (Holy Bull) at different stages of maturity.
Jockey Club records describe Holy Bull’s color as “grey”, but if they were going to be genetically
accurate, it would be described as “dark bay/brown with grey modifier.”
As mentioned in my previous article on color, the foal inherits two color genes, one from each parent.
The same holds true for the grey modifier. The grey modifier gene is like a light switch. It is either “on”
or “off”. If the parent passes on the gene in the “off” position, the foal will not appear to be grey. If it
passes the gene in the “on” position, the foal will exhibit greying.
If we label the grey On as a big “G” and the grey Off as a little “g”, you can see how various
combinations received from each parent will result in the coat color modification of the foal:
GG = grey foal

Gg = grey foal

gg = non-grey foal

Grey (in the “on” position) is a dominant gene. Nothing else inherited will overide it.
A horse can be grey, yet produce non-grey offspring. Such a
horse is clearly carrying a Gg combination, passing on G to some
foals and g to others.
However, if a foal is grey (G), you can be certain that one of its
parents is also grey (G). The First Rule of Grey is “It takes a grey
to make a grey.” That is because the only way a horse will “look”
grey is if it has received the grey gene in the “on” position. In order
for that to happen, one of the parents had to have the grey gene
“on” in order to pass it to the foal. And if the grey gene was
“on” in the parent, then the parent was grey.
A horse that carries the GG combination, such as stallion Wekiva
Springs, clearly has two grey parents. Furthermore, every single
one of his offspring will be grey because G is the only option the foal can inherit from him.

Because it takes a grey to make a grey, it is easy to follow the grey line back through a pedigree, all
the way back to the horse’s earliest known grey ancestor.
Below is a 5-generation pedigree for Team Valor’s grey filly Liberty Bond. I have color-coded the
chart to show the basic color exhibited by each horse in the family. You can see that while each grey
horse did not necessarily have a grey foal, every grey foal must have at least one grey parent.
If you look at this same pedigree at www.pedigreequery.com you will be able to follow the
uninterrupted grey line back into the early 1600’s when the breed was being formed.

Next up in this series: How Grey Differs from Roan, and Why The Jockey Club Needs to Stop
Describing Thoroughbreds as “Grey or Roan.”

